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ABSTRACT
Synthesis tools for approximate sequential circuits require
the ability to quickly, efficiently, and automatically charac-
terize and bound the errors produced by the circuits. Pre-
vious approaches to characterize errors in approximate se-
quential circuits have been based on simulations spanning all
cycles of a sequential computation. These approaches, how-
ever, are not scalable and only accommodate small circuit
modules and short computation times. In this paper, we ob-
serve that the statistical properties of errors in many approx-
imate sequential circuits follow patterns that can be easily
learned. Therefore, statistical error characteristics of these
approximate sequential circuits can be predicted with high
accuracy using only a few cycles of characterization data.
Based on this novel observation, we propose a methodology
for predicting error statistics in approximate sequential cir-
cuits that is accurate, fully automated, and has significantly
lower overhead than prior approaches. Our methodology is
robust to changes in predicted error metrics, circuit input
distributions, and types of approximate hardware modules
used in approximate circuits. We demonstrate the accuracy
and scalability of our approach over a range of sequential
circuits. On average, prediction inaccuracy is less than 2%
and error characterization time is reduced by 99% compared
to a simulation-based approach.

I. INTRODUCTION
Approximate circuit design is being explored as a means

of improving energy efficiency in computing domains where
errors can be tolerated [1]. While earlier work in the area
focused on point solutions, several recent proposals focus
on automating the design of approximate circuits [2, 3, 4,
5, 6]. Even for computing domains where noisy computa-
tions can be tolerated, automation represents an important
hurdle that must be overcome before evaluation and use of
approximate circuits can be considered by the mainstream
as a viable solution for improving energy efficiency.

One challenge in automating approximate circuit design
is that approximate circuit design requires fast, automated
evaluation of the approximation error characteristics of a cir-
cuit. CAD tools perform many design optimizations during
circuit synthesis, and at each step, a synthesis or optimiza-
tion tool must ensure that the optimized circuit meets the
output quality constraints specified by the circuit designer.
To date, Monte Carlo-style simulation has been the estab-
lished means of checking the output quality of approximate
circuits. While this approach works for small combinational
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circuits, the approach is not scalable for use in approximate
sequential circuits, where guaranteeing that a circuit meets
error constraints over the course of an entire computation
requires simulating the circuit over multiple cycles.

For example, consider sequential circuits used in two
common noise-tolerant computing domains – audio and im-
age processing. An audio processing application might use
an approximate digital filter or signal transform (several of
our benchmark circuits would be applicable in such an appli-
cation domain). Processing a two-minute song at CD qual-
ity (44.1 kHz) requires more than 5 million cycles of com-
putation. Existing error characterization approaches would
perform multiple 5M-cycle simulations to sample and char-
acterize the errors produced in each cycle of the sequen-
tial computation. As another example, consider an image
processing application (which might use approximate filter-
ing, edge detection, signal transformation, motion estima-
tion, etc.). Processing a 5 Megapixel image requires more
than 5 million cycles of computation. Simulating an entire
sequential computation over such durations of computation
to evaluate error constraints for approximate sequential cir-
cuits incurs unreasonably large overhead. Performing such
a simulation multiple times, e.g., after multiple iterations
of optimization applied by a CAD tool, is simply infeasible.
Clearly, automated design of approximate sequential circuits
requires scalable error evaluation techniques.

Furthermore, checking error constraints in approximate
sequential circuits is complicated by the fact that errors in
one cycle can continue to affect circuit outputs in future
cycles. This is because errors produced in one part of the
circuit can take multiple cycles to propagate through the cir-
cuit, and errors at circuit outputs can even be fed back into
the circuit through feedback paths. This leads to various
scenarios where the output error in an approximate sequen-
tial circuit can grow, attenuate, remain constant, or follow
other patterns over the course of a computation. For exam-
ple, Figure 1 shows average approximation error for several
approximate sequential circuits with respect to duration of
computation (in cycles). The figure shows that different
approximate circuits exhibit different patterns of approxi-
mation errors.

While the error characteristics of different approximate
sequential circuits are different, we make a novel observa-
tion about the nature of approximation errors in approxi-
mate sequential circuits. Namely, the approximations ap-
plied in approximate circuits are deterministic [7, 8, 9, 10,
11]. We observe that because of the deterministic nature of
the circuit approximations, the statistical properties of ap-
proximation errors produced by the circuits can be learned
and predicted with high accuracy. As opposed to simula-
tion, which is computationally expensive, error prediction
is scalable for large designs and long computations. Also,
because of the deterministic nature of approximation errors,
error prediction is accurate for arbitrarily long durations of
computation. Our paper makes the following contributions.

• We observe that the deterministic approximations ap-
plied to create approximate sequential circuits provide an
opportunity to predict the approximation errors generated



Figure 1: Different approximate circuit modules ex-
hibit different patterns of approximation error with
respect to cycle number. We will demonstrate that
these patterns can be learned and predicted.

by the circuits with high accuracy and low overhead.
• We propose a methodology for estimating the statis-

tical error characteristics of approximate sequential circuits
that is both scalable and automated. Our scalable auto-
mated approach is designed to permit integration into the
tight optimization / evaluation loops of modern CAD tools.

• We show that our methodology is robust to changes
in predicted error metrics, circuit input distributions, and
types of approximate hardware modules used in approximate
circuits.

• We demonstrate that error prediction is both accurate
and scalable. Over a collection of benchmark circuits, pre-
diction inaccuracy is less than 2%, and error characterization
time is reduced by 99% compared to a simulation-based ap-
proach. Reduction in characterization time increases with
circuit complexity or duration of sequential computation.

II. RELATED WORK
Prior work on error evaluation for sequential circuits has

been simulation-based, where simulations are performed to
characterize the errors of a circuit in each cycle of a se-
quential computation. A recent work has proposed an auto-
mated approach for synthesis of sequential circuits [6], based
on replacing accurate circuit modules with approximate cir-
cuit modules and evaluating approximation error constraints
via circuit unrolling (time frame expansion) and simulation.
Due to the large computational overhead of error evaluation
based on simulation of unrolled sequential circuits, the ap-
proach is not scalable for use with large designs or long dura-
tion of computation. Even for small designs and short com-
putations, the simulation-based error estimation approach
has considerable overhead (see Section V). Our work uses
error prediction to significantly reduce error evaluation time.

The work closest to ours [12] focuses on improving the
efficiency of error evaluation in approximate combinational
circuits using a regression-based approach. The work is
based on characterizing the output error metric for an in-
dividual approximate arithmetic unit and propagating the
error metrics from approximate arithmetic units connected
together in a network to obtain the output error metric for
the network. Since the error metric for an individual ap-
proximate arithmetic unit can depend on its input distribu-
tion and hardware characteristics, simulations are performed
to characterize the error behavior of an approximate arith-
metic unit for all possible combinations of input distribution
and hardware configuration. Simulated error characteriza-
tion data are stored in a set of lookup tables for reference
during error estimation of an approximate combinational cir-

cuit consisting of multiple approximate modules.
The approach in [12] requires extensive simulations for

pre-characterization of every error metric type, for each ap-
proximate arithmetic unit, under all possible combinations
of input distributions and hardware configurations. The ap-
proach also requires multiple topological passes through a
circuit to propagate error metrics between the nodes. Fol-
lowing these traversals, formulation and solving of a regres-
sion equation are required to determine the output error
for a combinational circuit. In comparison, our approach
works for sequential circuits and also has significantly lower
characterization time, requiring only a single simulation for
a limited number of cycles to characterize an entire cir-
cuit containing multiple approximate hardware modules. As
an example of the difference in characterization time, our
approach reduces error characterization time by a factor
of 20,000× for an approximate MAC circuit containing 90
nodes, compared to the regression-based approach in [12].

In addition to its longer characterization time, the regression-
based approach has a large memory overhead, since it must
store two lookup tables for each possible combination of
input distributions and hardware configurations, for every
possible approximate arithmetic unit. The regression-based
approach is also limited in its applicability to combinational
logic circuits that only contain approximate adders. Our ap-
proach, based on prediction, has low memory and runtime
overheads and can be used to evaluate error statistics for
sequential circuits.

III. ERROR PREDICTION IN APPROXIMATE
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

We define the following terms to aid the discussion of
our error prediction technique.
• Approximate hardware module: A hardware module that
is functionally-incorrect by design, i.e., a circuit that only
approximately implements the functionality of its accurate
counterpart
• Approximate circuit : A circuit containing one or more ap-
proximate hardware modules
• Accurate circuit : A circuit containing only functionally-
correct hardware modules
• Approximation error (AE): A metric that quantifies the
difference between the outputs of an accurate circuit and an
approximate circuit with the same functionality
• Predicted approximation error (PAE): A prediction of the
approximation error for an approximate circuit
• Prediction inaccuracy : A metric that quantifies the differ-
ence between PAE and AE, relative to AE:

Prediction inaccuracy = PAE−AE
AE

Our automated methodology for evaluating error statis-
tics of approximate sequential circuits is based on perform-
ing a simulation for a limited number of cycles to character-
ize the error behavior of a circuit and subsequently using the
characterization data to generate an equation that is used to
predict error statistics over an arbitrary number of cycles.
The approach is based on our observation that the deter-
ministic approximations applied in approximate hardware
modules produce errors according to deterministic patterns.
Consequently, the error statistics of approximate sequential
circuits can be predicted accurately based on their initial
behavior over a few cycles.1

Our methodology for predicting approximation errors
works because the errors produced by approximate circuits
are not random (in which case they would be unpredictable)
but instead are determined by the nature of the approxima-

1To the best of our knowledge, all circuit approximation
techniques applied in literature to date have been determin-
istic in nature and thus should be predictable.



Figure 2: Approximate accumulator circuit.

Figure 3: Histograms of sampled approximation er-
ror values for different cycle numbers in the approx-
imate accumulator circuit of Figure 2.

tion(s) made in an approximate circuit’s design. Approxi-
mate circuits are functionally incorrect by design and have
deterministic, static approximations. Therefore, the statis-
tical qualities of approximation errors are also deterministic
and predictable.

We illustrate the predictable nature of approximation
errors with examples. Consider the approximate N-bit ac-
cumulator circuit in Figure 2, where the least significant k
bits of the adder are approximated by hardwiring them all to
‘1’. For a given value of k < N , approximation errors range
from −2k−1 to 2k−1. For a uniform input distribution, the

average absolute error per cycle is 2k−1
2

. Figure 3 shows the
histograms of sampled approximation errors for the approx-
imate accumulator over the first few cycles of operation. In
the first cycle, the sampled errors are distributed over the
range [−2k − 1, 2k − 1]. In each subsequent cycle, the aver-

age of the distribution increases by 2k−1
2

, the average error
per cycle. As explained above, deterministic approximations
lead to predictable error statistics. Furthermore, sampling
the errors produced over the first few cycles of the approx-
imate accumulator’s operation reveal a linearly increasing

average error pattern with a slope of 2k−1
2

. This determinis-
tic pattern can be used to predict the average approximation
error of the accumulator in any cycle during a computation.

As another example, consider an N-bit approximate mul-
tiplier circuit that does not perform the shift-and-add oper-
ation on the LSB of the multiplier. Thus, when the multi-
plier input is even (ending in ‘0’), the approximation error
is zero. When the multiplier input is odd (ending in ‘1’), the
approximation error equals the value of the multiplicand in-
put. For a uniform input distribution, half of the samples
will have approximation error equal to zero and half of the
samples will have approximation error equal to the value of
the multiplicand. For uniformly distributed multiplicands,

the average value of the multiplicand is 2N−1
2

, and the av-

erage approximation error is 2N−1
4

(since half of the results
have errors and the other half have an error of zero).

Since predictability is based on the deterministic na-
ture of the approximations applied in approximate hard-
ware modules, errors in circuits containing multiple approx-
imate hardware modules, each with their own deterministic
approximations, are also predictable. Zooming out, an ap-

Figure 4: Our error prediction approach uses limited
characterization to learn error behavior and predict
error statistics over an arbitrary number of cycles.

proximate circuit containing multiple approximate hardware
modules could simply be viewed as a larger approximate
hardware module with multiple deterministic approxima-
tions. For example, the errors in an approximate multiply-
accumulator (MAC) circuit that approximately accumulates
approximate multiplication results are also predictable. Since
the input distribution of the approximate accumulator is in-
fluenced by the errors produced by the approximate mul-
tiplier, the average approximation error does not strictly
increase as the sum of the average errors produced by the

approximate adder and multiplier (i.e., 2k−1
2

+ 2N−1
4

). How-
ever, it still follows a similar pattern that can be learned by
sampling the approximation errors produced by the approx-
imate MAC circuit and used to predict the error statistics
for an arbitrary cycle. Given that input distributions of
approximate hardware modules can be influenced by errors
produced by other approximate modules, the exact behav-
ior of approximation errors for an approximate sequential
circuit can be learned by characterizing the circuit over a
few cycles and using the characterization data to generate
an equation that predicts errors for other cycles.

Figure 4 summarizes our automated methodology for
predicting error statistics in approximate sequential circuits.
The automated methodology is described below.
Step 1: Gather characterization data: To character-
ize the approximation error behavior in an approximate se-
quential circuit, we simulate the accurate and approximate
versions of the circuit to capture multiple samples of ap-
proximation error for a limited number of characterization
cycles. An appropriate number of samples per cycle is pre-
determined empirically to minimize prediction inaccuracy
and characterization time (see Figure 6 in Section V). We
automatically determine the number of characterization cy-
cles required to formulate an accurate prediction equation
by incrementally increasing the number of cycles until the
mean squared error (MSE) between predicted and simulated
approximation error is minimized, as described in Step 2.
Step 2: Formulation of prediction equation: The char-
acterization data gathered in Step 1 are used to determine
the form and coefficients of the error prediction equation
for a circuit. After gathering characterization data for one
cycle, the data are used to perform curve fitting to deter-
mine coefficients for each of a collection of possible fitting
functions that might describe approximation error vs. cycle



Table 1: Illustration for selecting a fitting function.
Table values represent the MSE between the error
predicted by a particular fitting function and the
sampled error data, for a given number of character-
ization cycles. The linear fitting function minimizes
MSE after using four cycles of characterization data
to fit the error prediction equation.
Fitting
Function

Cycle
1

Cycle
2

Cycle
3

Cycle
4

Cycle
5

Constant 30 38 49 56 65
Linear 35 25 11 2 2
Exponential 40 57 74 91 108
Square
wave

30 42 59 76 94

number for a circuit. Constant, linear, periodic, and expo-
nential fitting functions are evaluated.2 Curve fitting is per-
formed using numPy [13, 14]. The MSE between predicted
and simulated approximation error values is calculated for
each fitted prediction equation, and characterization data
are collected for additional cycles as long as the minimum
MSE among the candidate error prediction equations de-
creases with respect to the minimum MSE from the previous
cycles. Since using more characterization data results in a
better fit for an appropriate fitting function, MSE decreases
monotonically for an appropriate fitting function but tends
to increase for inappropriate fitting functions. When mini-
mum MSE stops decreasing, the fitted prediction equation
that minimizes MSE is selected to perform error prediction
for the approximate circuit. Overflow in predicted error val-
ues is handled by ignoring (truncating) bits beyond the bit
width of the approximate circuit (i.e., overflow bits), since
these bits are likewise truncated by the hardware. Note that
our high-level approach using simulation to perform char-
acterization followed by inference is no less general than a
purely simulation-based approach, so our approach can be
used directly in a synthesis loop for an arbitrary approxi-
mate circuit.

Error prediction equation selection is illustrated with an
example in Table 1. After characterization data are gathered
for an additional cycle, the data are used to generate error
prediction equations based on each possible fitting function.
The values in Table 1 indicate the MSE between the er-
ror predictions of each of the prediction equations and the
sampled error data. As additional cycles of characterization
data are gathered and used to fit prediction equations, the
MSE for constant, exponential, and square wave functions
increases, indicating that these functions do not fit the sam-
pled error data. On the other hand, the MSE for the linear
prediction equation decreases as the set of characterization
data grows, indicating that the error data fit a linear pat-
tern. Since the MSE stops decreasing after four cycles, no
additional characterization data are needed to fit the predic-
tion equation. Furthermore, the linear equation determined
by only four cycles of characterization data can be used to
predict approximation error statistics in any arbitrary cycle
of operation, even for a long computation over thousands or
millions of cycles (see Section V).

IV. METHODOLOGY
We use the sequential circuits in Table 2 to evaluate our

approach. The circuits are the same as those used in prior
work on synthesis of approximate sequential circuits [6]. The

2Experimentation with a large number of approximate cir-
cuit modules shows that the error behavior of all known
approximate circuits in literature can be characterized by
one of these fitting functions. Our methodology can easily
be expanded to consider other fitting functions, if required.

Table 2: Benchmark circuits
Benchmark Description Gate

Count
Adder 16-bit Adder 112
Multiplier 8x8-bit Multiplier 378
MAC 16-bit Multiply Accumulator 1067
L1 Norm Sum of Absolute Difference 639
L2 Norm Euclidean Distance 1113
FIR Filter 4-tap FIR Filter 2775
IIR Filter 4-tap IIR Filter 1706
DCT 8-input Discrete Cosine Trans-

form
5823

Butterfly Butterfly operation (used in
FFT)

474

Sobel Sobel operation (used in edge
detection)

708

circuits are also relevant in common noise-tolerant comput-
ing domains like audio and image processing. Note that
exact selection of benchmark circuits is orthogonal to our
work; our work is concerned with predicting error behavior
in the circuits. Simulations to evaluate error statistics, inac-
curacy, and characterization time are performed in Synopsys
VCS. Collected data are processed in Python; curve fitting
of characterization data is performed using the NumPy and
SciPy libraries [13, 14] to derive analytical expressions that
are used to predict approximation error statistics.

Approximate sequential circuits are generated by replac-
ing accurate hardware modules in the accurate versions of
the circuits with approximate hardware modules (adders and
multipliers).3 Section III describes how approximations have
been applied to adder and multiplier circuits. The approxi-
mate MAC circuit is created by connecting the output of an
approximate multiplier to the input of an approximate accu-
mulator. We use these three approximate hardware modules
as basic building blocks in the benchmark circuits. For ex-
ample, we replace the MAC unit that calculates aX+b in the
Butterfly circuit with an approximate MAC unit, where a
and b are inputs and X is the twiddle factor. For the IIR fil-
ter, we replace the MACs farthest from output in both the
feedforward and feedback paths with approximate MACs,
since this keeps the approximation error within the output
range of the filter. For the FIR filter, we replace all the
MACs with approximate MACs. To create the approximate
Sobel circuit, we replace all the multiplier and adder mod-
ules with approximate modules. To approximate L1 norm,
we replace the adder that sums the absolute differences with
an approximate adder. In the L2 norm circuit, we use ap-
proximate multipliers to calculate the square of the differ-
ences of the inputs, and we also use an approximate adder
to sum the squared values. For DCT, we use approximate
multipliers to calculate the product of the inputs from the
multiplexers. We use an approximate adder to calculate the
last 18 bits of the total input, in order to bound the approx-
imation error within the output range of the circuit.

To measure prediction inaccuracy of derived equations
for predicting approximation error statistics, we simulate
approximate sequential circuits and the corresponding ac-
curate circuits for 2000 cycles and compare simulated ap-
proximation error to predicted approximation error. The
simulation length of 2000 cycles was chosen empirically, as
we observed that prediction inaccuracy has settled and does
not increase beyond 2000 cycles.

To provide a conservative bound on the approximation
error reported for a given circuit, we inflate the predicted

3At this time, approximate hardware modules proposed in
existing literature have largely been limited to arithmetic
units – specifically, adders and multipliers.



Figure 5: Prediction inaccuracy decreases and con-
verges close to zero as the number of characteri-
zation cycles increases. For all circuits, around 10
cycles of characterization data are sufficient to min-
imize prediction inaccuracy.

approximation error by the maximum prediction inaccu-
racy. This approach guarantees that our tool never under-
estimates error statistics.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section presents the results of various experiments

we performed to evaluate our automated error prediction
methodology for a collection of approximate sequential cir-
cuits (Table 2). First, we demonstrate that only a small
number of characterization cycles and samples are needed to
accurately characterize the statistical error behavior of many
common approximate sequential circuits. This is an impor-
tant result, since characterization data are used to generate
the prediction equation that is used to evaluate approxima-
tion error for all uncharacterized cycles. Collecting too few
characterization cycles or samples might result in higher pre-
diction inaccuracy. On the other hand, choosing too many
characterization cycles or samples results in higher charac-
terization time.

Figure 5 shows how prediction inaccuracy varies as the
number of characterization cycles is increased. For these re-
sults, we used 100 samples per cycle (which is more than
necessary for accurate characterization) to isolate the effect
of varying the number of characterization cycles on the pre-
diction inaccuracy. The next experiment (Figure 6) uses
the minimum number of cycles determined in this exper-
iment to determine the minimum number of samples per
cycle needed. As mentioned in Section III, our automated
methodology collects characterization data incrementally for
additional cycles until MSE is minimized (which also corre-
sponds to minimum prediction inaccuracy). The data show
that the number of cycles required to minimize inaccuracy
varies among the various circuits, but all the circuits can
be characterized accurately with ten or fewer cycles of char-
acterization data. The number of characterization cycles
needed to accurately characterize approximation error varies
because different circuits have different error behavior (see
Figure 1). For example, characterizing an exponential func-
tion (e.g., IIR Filter) requires more data points than charac-
terizing a linear function (e.g., Adder). Overall, the results
demonstrate that only a small number of characterization
cycles (around 10) are needed to accurately predict error
behavior for these common approximate circuits.

Figure 6 shows how inaccuracy of prediction varies as
the number of samples per characterization cycle increases.
These results were collected using the minimum number of
characterization cycles for each circuit that minimizes pre-
diction inaccuracy, as determined by our automated method-

Figure 6: Prediction inaccuracy decreases and con-
verges close to zero as the number of samples of
approximation error collected for each characteri-
zation cycle increases. A small number of samples
(around 32) is sufficient to accurately characterize
error statistics for a given cycle.

Table 3: The table shows the prediction equations
for average approximation error vs. cycle gener-
ated by our automated methodology for each of the
benchmark circuits (k is the cycle number). Due
to the deterministic nature of approximations, error
statistics can often be described by simple functions,
and a good fit can be achieved with only a few cycles
of characterization data.
Circuit Prediction Characterization

Equation Cycles
Adder 7.52 · k 5
Multiplier 63.46 · k 5
MAC 69.71 · k 5
L1 norm 7.41 · k 8
L2 norm 68.50 · k 12
FIR Filter 26.94 5

IIR Filter 85.09 · e0.4192·k 16
DCT 7.01 · k 8
Butterfly 253.19 6

Sobel

{
7.20 : (k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0

0.00 : (k − 2)(mod4) = 0
16

ology. The results show that collecting 32 samples of ap-
proximation error per characterization cycle is sufficient to
minimize approximation inaccuracy for all the benchmark
circuits. We use this empirically-determined number of sam-
ples in the rest of our experiments.

We used our automated methodology to generate a pre-
diction equation for each benchmark circuit that predicts
the average approximation error in a given cycle. Table 3
shows the error prediction equations generated by our auto-
mated methodology. We have discussed the intuition behind
the prediction equations for an approximate adder and mul-
tiplier in Section III. We find that the prediction equations
for MAC, L1 norm, L2 norm, and DCT are also linear. This
is not surprising, since these circuits all have an accumulator
at the output stage, and the errors produced by approximate
hardware modules in the circuits accumulate at the output.
The equation for IIR filter, on the other hand, is exponential.
This is due to the feedback paths in the circuit, which feed
errors back into the circuit, causing error to grow exponen-
tially. FIR filter has only feedforward paths, and therefore
its average approximation error is constant and proportional
to the filter coefficients. A similar scenario exists for the But-
terfly and Sobel circuits. However, in the case of Sobel, the
output flip-flops are reset periodically, causing the approx-
imation error to behave like a square wave that oscillates
between zero and a non-zero constant value.

Figure 7 shows prediction inaccuracy of the generated
prediction equations as the number of computation cycles



increases, compared to simulation. Inaccuracy is slightly
higher for initial cycles, as the circuit is initialized and set-
tles into a stable state, but decreases rapidly and converges
close to zero for all circuits, in most cases after only a few cy-
cles. One nice characteristic of error prediction is that once
error behavior is learned it can be applied to predict error
statistics in any arbitrary cycle of a computation. Inaccu-
racy does not increase as the number of computation cycles
increases; in fact, it decreases. This means that errors can
be predicted accurately over computations lasting thousands
or millions of cycles after performing only one low-overhead
characterization of the circuit. Results are shown for up to
2000 cycles; however, we performed evaluations for a much
larger number of cycles, confirming that inaccuracy does
not increase for any circuit. On average, inaccuracy is less
than 1.5% for all of the circuits. In many cases, inaccuracy
is significantly lower, confirming that approximation error
statistics are indeed predictable. As discussed in Section III,
predictability of approximation errors is due to the nature of
approximate circuits, which do not produce random errors
but produce errors because of deterministic circuit approxi-
mations, which can be characterized.

Figure 7: Prediction inaccuracy for average approx-
imation error in a given cycle number.

Our error prediction methodology leverages the predictable
nature of approximation errors to significantly reduce the
time required to evaluate approximation error characteris-
tics in an approximate sequential circuit. Figure 8 com-
pares characterization time of a simulation-based approach
for error evaluation against our prediction-based approach.
All error characterization approaches used in prior work are

Figure 8: Characterization time for simulation-
based error evaluation increases with circuit com-
plexity and simulation duration. For error predic-
tion, characterization time is small and bounded,
since only a few characterization cycles are needed.
Solid lines correspond to simulation and dashed lines
correspond to prediction.

simulation-based. The simulation-based approach used in
our evaluations is based on the only prior work on synthe-
sis of approximate sequential circuits [6]. Their simulation-
based approach for evaluating error constraints characterizes
a circuit for N cycles by unrolling the accurate and approxi-
mate versions of the circuit N times and adding a circuit to
compare the outputs of the accurate and approximate cir-
cuits at the end of each unrolled cycle. Thus, characteriza-
tion time of the simulation-based approach increases signifi-
cantly as the number of cycles (N) or the circuit complexity
increases. For our prediction-based error constraint evalua-
tion, however, once characterization has been performed, the
cost of predicting errors for any arbitrary number of cycles
is small, since it only involves evaluating an equation. The
figure also shows that since the number of characterization
cycles needed is small, characterization time is small com-
pared to that of a simulation-based approach. For example,
for evaluating an error constraint over only 100 cycles, our
methodology reduces characterization time by 88%, on av-
erage, compared to the simulation-based methodology used
in [6]. Reduction in characterization time for our approach
compared to simulation is even greater with increasing du-
ration of computation or circuit complexity. For example,
our approach reduces characterization time by 99%, on av-
erage, for a computation of only 1000 cycles. Note that, as
discussed in Section I, many applications have significantly
longer durations of computation, stressing the need for a
scalable, automated methodology for evaluating error con-
straints.

VI. GENERALITY
In this section, we discuss the generality of our prediction-

based approach for error evaluation in sequential circuits.
Specifically, we discuss the generality of our approach with
respect to predicted error metrics, circuit input distribu-
tions, types of approximate hardware modules, and output
error functions.
Error Metrics: The results in Section V have been pre-
sented for an average approximation error magnitude metric.
However, our automated methodology can be used to pre-
dict other statistical properties of approximation errors as
well, such as average relative error magnitude, mean squared
error, error rate, maximum error, minimum error, etc. Our
methodology to predict a different metric is unchanged, ex-
cept that samples of the desired metric should be taken dur-
ing characterization. In fact, since all these statistical error
characteristics can be calculated using the same character-
ization data, we do not need to perform characterization
again in order to predict other error metrics. The only
scenario requiring additional characterization is when one
metric requires more characterization cycles than another
to minimize MSE, in which case our incremental automated
methodology can be used to gather additional cycles of char-
acterization data until MSE is minimized.

Figure 9 shows prediction inaccuracy as the number of
computation cycles increases when using our automated method-
ology to predict maximum approximation error for the bench-
mark circuits. A designer or CAD tool might use maxi-
mum approximation error to bound the worst case errors
produced by an approximate circuit. The results demon-
strate that other types of approximation error metrics are
also predictable for common approximate circuits, and our
automated methodology can predict multiple types of error
statistics with high accuracy.
Input Distribution: The exact prediction equation for an
approximate circuit may depend on the circuit’s input dis-
tribution. Our approach can easily handle a change in the
input distribution by collecting a small number of error sam-
ples for the new input distribution and generating a new er-



Figure 9: Prediction inaccuracy for maximum ap-
proximation error in a given cycle number.

Table 4: Characterizing prediction inaccuracy (%)
across 100 different input distributions shows that
our error prediction methodology is robust to
changes in the input distribution.

Circuit Average PI Circuit Average PI
Adder 0.33 Multiplier 1.21
MAC 1.26 L1 norm 0.35
L2 norm 1.48 FIR Filter 0.64
IIR Filter 1.24 DCT 0.43
Butterfly 1.67 Sobel 0.99

ror prediction equation based on the samples. Furthermore,
since approximation errors are primarily determined by the
type of deterministic approximation performed and are not
necessarily sensitive to the input distribution, it may not
even be necessary in most cases to perform a new character-
ization and generate a new prediction equation for a differ-
ent input distribution. We studied sensitivity of prediction
accuracy to changes in the input distribution by measuring
prediction inaccuracy for all our circuits for 100 different
input distributions – 50 uniform random distributions with
randomly selected mean and range, and 50 normal distribu-
tions with randomly selected mean and standard deviation.
Table 4 shows average prediction inaccuracy (PI) observed
for the different input distributions. On average, the inaccu-
racy observed when using our prediction equations to predict
errors across different input distributions was less than 1%
over all the benchmark circuits. This shows that error pre-
diction equations generated by our automated methodology
are robust to changes in the input distribution.
Approximate Hardware Modules: The approximation
errors produced by an approximate sequential circuit depend
on the types of approximate hardware modules used in the
circuit. To demonstrate that our error prediction methodol-
ogy can predict errors accurately, independent of the types
of approximate hardware modules used in an approximate
circuit, we applied our methodology to our benchmark cir-
cuits implemented with many different types of approximate
hardware modules, listed in Table 5. Table 5 represents all
the relevant approximate hardware modules we could find in
literature to replace the accurate hardware modules in our
benchmark circuits.

Table 6 shows the error prediction equations generated
by our automated methodology for each of the benchmark
circuits implemented with the different types of approximate
hardware modules listed in Table 5. The results show that
even when different types of approximate hardware mod-
ules are used in the circuits, the errors produced by each
benchmark circuit follow a characteristic pattern. Section V
describes the reasons why errors produced by each sequen-

Table 5: Approximate hardware modules found in
literature to replace the accurate hardware modules
in our benchmark circuits
Approximate Hardware Module Reference
Accuracy Configurable Approximate Adder [7]
with 4-bit blocks (ACA-4B)
6-bit blocks (ACA-6B) [7]
8-bit blocks (ACA-8B) [7]
Almost Correct Adder (ACA-X) [8]
Variable Latency Speculative Adder (VLSA) [8]
Error Tolerant Adder Type I (ETAI) [11]
Error Tolerant Adder Type II (ETAII) [11]
Error Tolerant Adder Type II Modified (ETAIIM) [9]
Lu’s Adder (Lu) [10]
Lu’s Adder (Lu-8) [10]

tial circuit follow a certain pattern. In general, the pat-
tern of errors depends on the structure of the circuit, which
determines how errors propagate to affect the circuit out-
puts. This result demonstrates that for a given sequential
circuit, the type of fitting function that describes the out-
put errors generally does not need to be relearned when opti-
mizations are performed that substitute one type of approxi-
mate hardware module for another type. Such optimizations
may be common for approximate synthesis and optimization
tools [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] that attempt to find an implementation
for an approximate circuit that maximizes energy savings
while meeting specified output error constraints. As such, a
CAD tool that uses our error prediction methodology may
only need to learn the appropriate fitting function that char-
acterizes errors once when it begins analyzing a circuit. Sub-
sequent error characterizations can be faster, since they only
need to determine new coefficients for a pre-learned fitting
function.

Table 7 shows prediction inaccuracy for our technique
when different types of approximate hardware modules (from
Table 5) are used in the benchmark circuits. The table char-
acterizes the average prediction inaccuracy across all types
of approximate module substitutions. The results show that
approximation errors can be predicted accurately for ap-
proximate sequential circuits composed of many different
types of approximate hardware modules.
Output Error Functions: Our prediction-based method-
ology for error evaluation determines an appropriate fitting
function to describe the statistical error characteristics of an
approximate sequential circuit in a given cycle. Constant,
linear, periodic, and exponential fitting functions are able
to characterize all of our benchmark circuits. A constant
fitting function characterizes the errors in a circuit where
erroneous outputs are not fed back into the circuit. A linear
fitting function describes a scenario where errors accumulate
at the output stage of a circuit. A periodic fitting function
is possible when the output is cleared periodically by a re-
set signal, and an exponential fitting function describes a
scenario where erroneous outputs are fed back into a circuit
and amplified.

Our approach can be used to predict errors in circuits
with deterministic approximations. Other types of sequen-
tial circuits with deterministic approximations may exhibit
other characteristic error patterns, requiring additional fit-
ting functions. Inadequacy of existing fitting functions would
be indicated in our methodology if the MSE for all fitting
functions continues to increase as additional cycles of char-
acterization data are used to fit error prediction equations
(see Section III). Our error prediction tool is parameterized
to easily accommodate additional fitting functions.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
CAD tools that perform synthesis and optimization for

approximate sequential circuits require the ability to quickly,



Table 6: The prediction equations for average approximation error vs. cycle (k is the cycle number) show
that the pattern of errors produced by an approximate sequential circuit is a characteristic of the circuit.
For a given circuit, our error prediction methodology determines different coefficients for the same fitting
function when different approximate hardware modules are used in the circuit.

Approx. HW Module Adder MAC L1 norm L2 norm FIR Filter DCT Butterfly IIR Sobel

ACA-4B 127.42 ·k 69.91 ·k 86.58 ·k 11127.34 ·k 980.51 1192.04 ·k 556.8 263.13 · e0.6225·k
{
496.34 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

210.49 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

ACA-6B 123.91·k 70.21·k 85.44·k 11104.63·k 573.59 1186.28·k 484.15 266.91 · e0.6226·k
{
495.06 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

235.39 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

ACA-8B 128.49·k 70.08·k 86.19·k 11268.52·k 817.23 1167.23·k 546.94 264.89 · e0.6219·k
{
498.28 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

240.81 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

ACA-X 106.82·k 70.24·k 86.48·k 11127.94·k 570.46 1178.91·k 463.56 262.1 · e0.6234·k
{
486.54 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

219.76 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

VLSA 115.14·k 69.71·k 86.95·k 11253.71·k 592.41 1177.18·k 461.33 259.73 · e0.6224·k
{
503.25 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

241.74 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

Lu 114.53·k 70.11·k 86.64·k 11004.86·k 739.35 1192.48·k 480.73 267.86 · e0.6227·k
{
482.43 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

211.86 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

Lu-8 114.85·k 70.22·k 85.92·k 11229.1·k 553.36 1177.29·k 456.39 269.65 · e0.6214·k
{
504.85 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

242.96 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

ETAI 123.58·k 70.19·k 86.23·k 11017.48·k 997.42 1182.93·k 535.26 260.49 · e0.6231·k
{
483.21 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

217.24 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

ETAII 119.28·k 69.85·k 85.89·k 11449.67·k 1009.95 1179.19·k 452.83 256.77 · e0.6227·k
{
506.34 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

243.28 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

ETAIIM 118.02·k 70.54·k 86.47·k 11052.29·k 552.7 1179.73·k 455.47 262.83 · e0.6229·k
{
484.89 : ((k − 2)(mod4) 6= 0)

212.90 : ((k − 2)(mod4) = 0)

Table 7: Characterizing prediction inaccuracy (%) across different types of approximate hardware modules
shows that our error prediction methodology can accurately predict errors independent of the types of
approximate hardware modules used in an approximate sequential circuit.

Circuit Adder MAC L1 norm L2 norm FIR Filter DCT Butterfly IIR Filter Sobel Average
Average PI 0.87 0.38 0.22 0.54 4.71 0.79 3.78 2.15 3.65 1.89

efficiently, and automatically characterize and bound the er-
rors produced by the circuits. The previous approach [6]
to characterize errors in approximate sequential circuits is
based on simulations spanning all cycles of a sequential com-
putation. This approach, however, is not scalable and only
accommodates small circuit modules and short computation
times. We observed that the statistical properties of errors
in approximate sequential circuits follow patterns that can
be learned. We leveraged this observation to demonstrate
that the statistical error characteristics of many common
approximate sequential circuits can be predicted with high
accuracy using only a few cycles of characterization data.
We proposed an automated methodology for predicting er-
ror statistics in approximate sequential circuits and demon-
strated its accuracy and scalability over a range of circuits.
Our methodology is robust to changes in predicted error
metrics, circuit input distributions, and types of approxi-
mate hardware modules used in approximate circuits. On
average, prediction inaccuracy is less than 2% and runtime is
reduced by 99% compared to a simulation-based approach.
Runtime reduction continues to increase as circuit complex-
ity and duration of computation increase, emphasizing the
scalability of our automated approach for error characteri-
zation in approximate sequential circuits.
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